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Description

With recollections from the man himself, including exploits with the likes of Alan Ball, George Best, Mick Channon, Bobby Moore 
and Peter Osgood, MacDou-goal traces Ted MacDougall’s rise from his roots in Inverness, through his playing and coaching career, 
to the present day. An impressionable youngster under Bill Shankly at Liverpool, the Scottish international was prolific at York City, 
Bournemouth, Norwich City and Southampton. Famously he set an FA Cup record with nine goals in one game against Margate 
in 1971, and answered critics in style as the First Division’s top scorer in 1975/76. Rarely out of the headlines during the 1970s, 
there were also turbulent periods: first following a big-money move to Manchester United, then a fiery spell at West Ham and 
a controversial end to his Scotland career. He spent a season with Detroit Express, and explains his decision to relocate across the 
Atlantic, where he formed his own club. Never short of an opinion, MacDougall also has plenty to say about the modern game.

MacDouGOAL! 
The Ted MacDougall Story

By Neil Vacher and Ted MacDougall

Key features

•	 Unflinching	autobiography	by	one	of	football’s	most	
prolific goalscorers of the 1970s, and the man famous for 
scoring nine goals in one game

•	 Ted	gives	his	own	perspective	and	inside	story	on	every	
headline-grabbing moment of his playing career, including 
plenty of ups, downs and controversies

•	 Co-authored	by	football	writer	Neil	Vacher,	who	has	
written about the game for more than 20 years

•	 Colour	and	mono	photo	section	including	80	images	and	
pictures, many from Ted’s own personal collection

•		 Large	campaign	planned	to	reach	out	to	fans,	via	combined	
football media contacts across broadcast, web and print


